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THANK YOU!!!
We are massively proud of the Year 8 Community Champions, who over the last week have raised almost £740
for Beau’s fundraising appeal.
You may have heard about Beau. She is five years old, and she lives in the local community. Beau has a
condition called Neuroblastoma. Even though she received a heartbreaking diagnosis, Beau is an extremely
strong girl, who lights up everyone’s day effortlessly. Despite the fact that she is so young, Beau has undergone
many treatments for her condition, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

80 days of rapid chemotherapy
Extensive surgery
High dose chemotherapy
Stem cell transplant
Immunotherapy.

However, there is no guarantee that the condition will not return. A
treatment which is only available in America could save her life, and
her family are asking for help to raise the £317,000 needed to pay for
the treatment at Sloane Clinic in New York.
The Community Champions wanted to do all that they could to raise money to help Beau. Last Friday they held
a raffle, with some fantastic prizes which were donated by the BBG community and raised £239, and this week
they held a bake sale and a car wash, and raised more than £500, making a grand total of £740! It was well
worth freezing out fingers and toes off on a February day, and the students could not quite believe how much
they had raised.

Thank you so much to everyone who has supported the fundraising events.
We couldn’t have done it without you, and we know that Beau’s family are
incredibly grateful.

How can you save energy in your house?
Have you ever wondered how you can save energy in your own house? Well, here
are a few ways that you can save energy and money:















Install insulation in your loft as this will prevent heat escaping from your house.
Shower instead of bathing. Baths tend to use a large amount of water,
compared to a shower.
Open windows instead of relying on a fan – no electricity used.
Install motion detector lights, as this will turn lights off if they are not needed.
Turn lights off when you leave the room.
Avoid using a dryer and hang clothes outside when possible.
Don’t leave your computer on standby, turn it off fully when you are not using
it.
Unplug your phone when it is fully charged.
Put lids on pots and pans to reduce cooking time.
Unplug any device that isn’t being used.
Watch less television, read a book instead. It is proven that reading is more
relaxing than watching TV and it doesn’t use electricity.
Avoid blocking radiators with furniture.
Use microwaves to heat up food, as they use less energy.
Dim your smartphone, it won’t use as much energy, so you don’t need to
charge it as frequently.

Reporter:
Cerys Barson

When you go home, you could save energy in your own house, by trying some of the things below. You could
help your parents, help the environment and help the world.

Over the next few weeks we will be highlighting information for parents regarding revision tips to help students
manage their revision time before the next set of mocks. It’s a good way to remind ourselves of what works, and
also give us ideas on how to support our #BBGGalaxy through the depths of winter, when the outcome and
impact of all this studying seems so very far away!
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SPICED CHICKEN WRAP, MINT CUCUMBER SALAD AND YOGHURT DRESSING

FOR THE CUCUMBER SALAD:

Be sure to tag us on Twitter @bbgacademy when you’ve made your delicious meals!

We are super proud of KS3 Textiles Design groups this week. Students have worked really hard
and shown tremendous resilience in completing their projects in the last week of their
rotation. Vaughn in Year 7 even learnt to use the sewing machine; a skill usually taught in Year
8! Super work everyone, well done!

In recognition of February being LGBTQ+ History Month, we thought we would give you some
recommendations for LGBTQ+ inclusive books for young people, as suggested by the charity Stonewall.

Tomboy: A Graphic Memoir by Liz Prince
Growing up, Liz Prince wasn't interested in dressing in pink tutus or playing pretty princess
like the other girls in her neighbourhood. But she wasn't exactly one of the guys, either.
She was somewhere in between. But with the forces of middle school, high school,
parents, friendship, and romance pulling her this way and that, ‘the middle’ wasn’t exactly
an easy place to be. Tomboy follows award-winning author and artist Liz Prince through
her early years and explores – with humour, honesty, and poignancy – what it means to ‘be
a girl’.
Heartstopper Volume 1 by Alice Oseman
When Charlie and Nick meet at school, it seems like they couldn’t possibly be any different
from each other. However, they find themselves increasingly drawn to each other.
Heartstopper is an LGBTQ+ coming-of-age story in graphic novel form.
Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy by Bre Indigo and Rey Terceiro
Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy is a modern retelling of Little Women, set in New York City. This
graphic novel includes a few departures from the original story, including Jo coming out as
gay. It also handles issues including being a mixed-race family and dealing with cancer.
Death in the Spotlight: A ‘Murder Most Unladylike’ mystery by Robin Stevens
Two schoolgirls continue their adventures as detectives, solving the case of a double
murder at the Rue Theatre.
Rick by Alex Gino
We follow Rick as he starts middle school, gets a bit wiser and starts to learn the difference
between good friends and bad friends. During this time, he also realises there’s a name for
people that aren’t attracted to people of any gender. With the help of his new friends, he
comes to accept his asexuality.

In recognition of February being LGBTQ+ History Month, we thought we would give you some
recommendations for LGBTQ+ inclusive books for young people, as suggested by the charity Stonewall.

Alex As Well by Alyssa Brugman
Alex is ready for things to change, in a big way. Everyone seems to think she’s a boy,
but for Alex the whole boy/girl thing isn’t as simple as either/or. When she decides girl
is closer to the truth, no one knows how to react, least of all her parents. Undeterred,
Alex begins to create a new identity for herself: ditching one school, enrolling in
another, and throwing out most of her clothes. But the other Alex – the boy Alex – has
a lot to say about that. Follow along as Alex explores gender and sexuality, navigating
friendships, and finding a place to belong.
Mooncakes by Suzanne Walker and Wendy Xu
Mooncakes is a truly magical graphic novel which revolves around Nova (a witch who
lives with her grandmothers) and Tam (a werewolf). There's a mysterious demon to be
battled, but Nova and Tam still find time to fall in love along the way.
The Black Flamingo by Dean Atta and Anishika Khullar
A beautiful book centring the experience of a young, mixed-race gay man as he grows
up. Through Michael’s life and story, the reader is encouraged to reflect on feelings of
difference and discomfort, and the journey it takes to become comfortable within
yourself.
The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky
Charlie often writes letters to an unknown recipient, but despite him being a shy
‘wallflower’, he is befriended by high school seniors Patrick and his stepsister Sam.
Follow Charlie’s coming-of-age high school journey, which includes his love for Sam;
Patrick and closeted footballer Brad’s relationship; and Charlie dealing with traumatic
experiences from his past.

LGBTQ+ History Month
In recognition of February being LGBTQ+ History Month, we thought we would give you some
recommendations for LGBTQ+ inclusive books for young people, as suggested by the charity Stonewall.
Openly Straight by Bill Konigsberg
Rafe is already out and has been for a while, but he’s fed up of always being labelled as
‘the gay guy’. So, when he transfers to an all-boys’ boarding school miles away from
home, he decides to reinvent himself and keep his sexuality a secret. Come along with
this interesting, emotional, funny (very funny!) story of personal reflection, special
friendships and first love.
Love in Revolution by B. R. Collins
Follow fifteen-year-old Esteya, a doctor’s daughter, in an imaginary Basque country on
the cusp of a communist revolution. Following a chance encounter at a pello match, she
falls in love with Skizi, a girl shunned by society because of her peasant, Zikindi class.
When her parents and twin brother are forcibly taken away by the Revolutionary guard
in the middle of the night, Esteya is left alone with no choice but to flee the country, not
knowing if she will ever see her family or Skizi again.
What’s up with Jody Barton? by Hayley Long
16-year-olds Jody and Jolene are identical twin sisters living above their parents’ diner
in London. When a new boy, Liam, comes to the diner, both Jody and Jolene fall for
him. Jody decides not to tell her sister, but instead help her sister move forward with
Liam all whilst hiding a big secret. Through this complicated love triangle, Long explores
sexuality, cyberbullying and gender.
Boys Don’t Cry by Malorie Blackman
17-year-old Dante eagerly answers the front door awaiting his A-Level results but
instead finds his ex-girlfriend, Melanie, holding his 11-month-old daughter, Emma.
Shortly thereafter, Melanie abruptly exits, leaving Dante to raise his daughter alone.
Dante’s dreams of a career in journalism and a university degree are turned upside
down by this unexpected parenthood. Explore themes of parenthood, gender, prejudice,
and homophobia through the perspectives of Dante and his brother, Adam.

Year 7
This week, Y7s have been purple penning
their assessments on who they think is
most guilty for killing the krill in Antarctica.
Following this, students started to consider
what life must be like to work on the
continent, including the types of jobs
people could get and the risks of working
in this extreme environment.

Year 8
Developing their “snowballing” skills, students have been looking
into the Montserat eruption in 1997. They identified some of the
effects of the earthquake before looking at the responses. We
have been so impressed by their level of development. Great work!

Year 9
Last week, students sat their end of topic assessment based on
becoming a global citizen. Y9 have massively impressed us with
not only their knowledge, but also their skills on how to develop
their points to a high level, shown in the high scores students
received for their 9-markers. This week we concentrated on exam
technique using a figure, before using this to help us with the purple
penning.
Year 11
In preparation for their summer exams, students are continuing to revisit topics whilst improving their confidence
in their exam technique. As part of their weekly revision homework tasks, last week students were set a 9-mark
question based on Mumbai urban planning strategies. The progress students have made in their structuring of
answers and evaluation is fantastic. Keep up the great work Y11!

Year 9 History: Did the CIA kill JFK?
Year 9 have produced some excellent work in their current study of conspiracies. This topic was introduced with
the Moon Landings and Roswell, which alongside their current enquiry of JFK’s assassination, has enabled
students to both study the Cold War and develop their investigative skills. Students have created tension graphs
that illustrate the increasingly strained relationship between the USA and USA. They have also acted as advisors
to the president in a effort to avoid nuclear war in our re-creation of the Cuban Missile Crisis. Students have
examined the events of the assassination, the story from the Warren Commission and, after their analysis of the
Zapruder film and the Magic Bullet Theory, have rejected it! So who killed JFK? The History department looks
forward to reading their conclusions in their forthcoming assessments.

Hegarty Heroes
Here are the
students that
completed the
most tasks
correctly in
January 2022.
Well done &
keep up the
hard work!
200th Edition Competition

On the 200th edition competition
Hannah Batley 11.1, Jakub Mordak
10.8 and Leo Holmes 9.7 all got the
correct answer.
Well done. Chocolate prizes for them!

Here is the solution.
Please see last week’s bulletin if you want to read the
question.
C calls out that he is wearing a black hat.
Why is he 100% certain of the colour of his hat?
After a while, C comes to the realisation that he must answer.
This is because D can't answer, and neither can A or B.
D can see C and B, but can't determine his own hat colour. B can't
see anyone and also can't determine his own hat colour. A is in the
same situation as B, where he can't see anyone and can't
determine his own hat colour.
Since A, B, and D are silent, that leaves C. C knows he is wearing
a black hat because if D saw that both B and C were wearing white
hats, then he would have answered. But since D is silent, C knows
that he must be wearing a black hat as he can see that B is
wearing a white hat.

The MFL department gets
international

Nouvel An Chinois 2022 (Chinese
New Year)
According to the Chinese Lunar Calendar, we entered the Year of the Tiger on 1
February 2022.
Traditional customs 传统习俗
1. Spring Cleaning 大扫除 - Before the new year, Chinese people clean their homes well.
2. Hanging “Fu” 贴春联福字 - During the festival, people stick rhyming couplets on red paper on doors. (“Fu”
means happiness)
3. New Year’s Eve Dinner 年夜饭 - On New Year’s Eve, families have a traditional banquet.
4. Sending Red Envelopes 发红包（压岁钱） - Elders give children lucky money in a red envelope.
5. New Year’s Day 大年初一拜年 - On New Year’s Day, people rise early to congratulate others.

Obscure old customs
1. Worship the Kitchen God 拜灶王爷 - Each home’s kitchen god is celebrated at New Year, when he reports
to Heaven. A good report will bring blessings to the home, so offerings are presented to his statue.
2. Shou Sui 守岁 - On New Year’s Eve, people stay up until past midnight, waiting for the old to pass and the
new to come.
3. Sacrifice to the God of Wealth 祭财神 - During the festival the god of wealth is worshipped with different
offerings in different places, sometimes with food or fireworks!
•Download the Year of the Tiger Education Pack from the British Council website (with activities to learn
more about this important spring festival and explore Chinese language and culture)
https://www.britishcouncil.org/sites/default/files/year_of_the_tiger_education_pack.pdf

Teacher: Mme Djokovic

Teacher: Ms Jones

Ed Bould (Year 11) - evidence of progress in
French

Hakima Alade (Year 11) - It's lovely to see
French clicking into place for you and how
confident you are now; brilliant!

Oran Blakeley (Year 11) - evidence of
progress in French

Janice Ochola (Year 11) - really good work in
your P7, and so nice to see you working
harder in class 🙂

Teacher: Mrs Clough
Daisy Watts (Year 9) and Maja Kacprzak
(Year 9) - excellent progress with speaking
and writing answers on free time activities

Teacher: Mrs Santry
Lola Thompson (Year 9) - impressive
listening skills and much greater involvement
Emily Woodrow (Year 9) - much improved
focus and good enthusiasm

Today marks the national NSPCC Number Day, so we decided to look at music by numbers in the Bulletin this
week.
The composer Beethoven
(1770-1827) composed a total
of

Mozart (1756-1791)
composed his first

9 symphonies over his

8.
He died at the age of 35,
having composed 41

symphony at the age of

lifetime.

45

By the age of
he was
completely deaf, but he
continued to compose music
until he died.
The world record for the longest ever
symphony is held by British composer
Havergal Brian, whose Gothic symphony
lasts for

110 minutes.

symphonies.

Richard Wagner was well known for writing long pieces of
music, and he holds the record for the longest ever opera; Die
Meistersinger von Nürnberg, which lasts for

15 minutes.

1

The first ever number
single was
Here In My Heart by Al Martino in
1952.

The biggest selling record of all time is
Candle In The Wind 1997 by Elton John,
which sold

The song which spent longest at
number 1 in the chart is Everything I
Do (I Do It For You) by Bryan

16

Adams, which spent
weeks in
the chart in 1991.
The artist who
has spent most
weeks at
Number 1 in
the charts
throughout their
career is Elvis
Presley, with

80 weeks,
followed by The
Beatles with

69 weeks
and Ed
Sheeran with

5 hours and

The lowest
selling number 1
record was No
Tomorrow by
Orson in 2006,
which only sold

17,694
copies.
The Beatles also hold the record for the most
consecutive Number 1 records, with
between 1963 and 1966

11

4,935,426 copies

Year 8
Mr Elcock’s Year 8 class have been studying the adaptations of plants for
photosynthesis this week. In this lesson students crushed spinach leaves and
extracted the green colour (produced by chlorophyll) using ethanol. The class then
used this to do chromatography of the green pigment to see what colours it was
made up of.

Year 10

Year 10 have been studying energy changes in chemical reaction this week, pictured here
completing a range of reactions and using their results to determine whether a reaction was
endothermic or exothermic.

Year 11
Mr Elcock’s triple science class have been studying
the properties of light this week. In this lesson
students were completing one of the GCSE required
practicals looking at how light is reflected and
refracted.

Great work on trying to
understand customer
needs

Great focus on finishing the appeal assignment

(l-r) Gemma Davis-Carr, Phoebe Strang, Molly Thurston, Daisy May Hallam

Harry Voong

Willing to put in extra time and effort to complete tasks.

Great work on recognising customer
needs and how they are met.

(l-r) Abigail Jordan, Evie Gray, Brooke Ashe, Robson Lee

Harrison Birkenshaw

Excellent focus within lesson to complete appeal task.

For finishing their brochure task.

(l-r) Lacey Green, Chloe Dewhirst, Jack Wood

(l-r) Millie Lavin, Leah Blakeley

POPPY WATTS
Outstanding effort in
learning from home

LELAN LISTER
For being quietly
awesome!

ISLA WOOD
For fantastic effort in
homework tasks

CONGRATULATIONS
ETHAN BELL
Being a fantastic
student ambassador at
the Rodillian Trust Event

ROBERT LOWE
For excellent progress
in reading

TO YOU
ALL!

ISABELLE GOULDING
Being a fantastic
student ambassador at
the Rodillian Trust Event

JACOB RIACH
For a resilient attitude

Malachai Taylor

Elissa Kilburn

Gabriel Boselli

for always looking out for
others in form and helping
them and demonstrating
good behaviour and
organisation skills

for her work on Holocaust
Memorial Day

for great contributions in
thought of the week and
RSE Fridays

Alfie Shuttleworth and Alysha Rutherford
for always offering to help during form time

BLAKE RENSHAW

ALFIE WRIGHT

COBY DOYLE

for always putting 100% into all
his subjects

Great leadership skills in Rugby

for showing great resilience
and his fantastic contributions
in History

CALEB RHODES

MARTHA
POWLES

Great leadership skills in
Rugby

Being a good friend and helping
to support their learning

CAITLYN
ARMITAGE
Consistent hard work in lessons

LEXIE HUDSON

WILLIAM
WILKINSON

Positive mindset and effort in
lessons

Great leadership skills in
Rugby

BBG Academy
Year 10

Jessica Lee
For always working hard and
to the very best of her ability,
Jess is an exemplary student.

Eleanor Yeomans
For making the very best of
efforts to stay on top of the
Year 10 workload and gaining
confidence.

Jake Kennedy
A role model student with a
great sense of humour, Jake
will go far.

STARS OF THE WEEK
TEAGAN BENNETT AND HARRISON BIRKENSHAW

For a kind and caring personality with a positive
attitude to her studies

For showing initiative and hard work in history
lessons and revision
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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK
EVENTS THIS WEEK
National Storytelling Week
1 February – Dignity Action Day
1 February – Chinese New Year
3 February – Time to Talk

EVENTS HAPPENING
THIS MONTH
• LGBTQ+ History Month
• Kindness Month
.

Discussion points

THIS WEEK IN HISTORY

How much do you agree with the above
quote?
Do people have a duty of care to make others
happy or should they only think about their
own needs?
Postcards of Kindness are an organisation
that were set up during the pandemic to
encourage people to send postcards to elderly
care home residents. They now have a
network of contacts across the country hoping
to receive postcards of happiness
Postcards of Kindness | Age UK - YouTube

As a school we are going to send a collection
of cards to a local care home, to spread a little
happiness.
Students are invited to enter a competition to
design their postcard image. The winning
image will be used on the postcards we send.
This is open to students in all years. The
theme of the card has to be happiness.

Events taking place this week
February
1st
1884
4th
Oxford
6th

LGBTQ+ History month
Children’s mental health week
World Cancer Day
Dictionary
Internationalfirst
Day ofpublished
Zero Tolerance to
Female Genital Mutilation

1948
Gandhi assassinated

All entries have to be with Mrs Bettney in
paper format by Friday 18 February.

2004
Facebook launches

Post 16 and
Careers Information

Post 16 and
Careers Information

Post 16 and
Careers Information

Start an online careers platform, designed to
connect 11-18 year olds with their future
career potential.

Help your child to explore their future
As part of our commitment to prepare students for a rapidly changing world, we are delighted to
announce that we are using an innovative online resource called Start.
Start will help your child to connect with their future career potential, develop their employability
and help them to explore future career and study options at school or at home.

How should my child use it?
We have asked students to log on to their own account for Start, but it is accessible anytime on
computers and compatible mobile and tablet devices.
Your child will personalise their profile on Start with details about their skills, qualities, interests and
work preferences. This provides a starting point for them to explore information matched to their
personal preferences and interests. As they update their profile, Start will personalise this
information, helping them to navigate the thousands of jobs, courses, providers and opportunities
available. Start will help students to understand where they are on their journey and what is
important as they make their choices at GCSE, post-16 and post-18.
We encourage you to use Start with your child at home. Encourage them to rate jobs,
qualifications, colleges or universities so that we can see their preferences in order to support them
better.

How to Register: Parent
Guide
• Go to www.startprofile.com and click
Register
• Enter your first name, surname, email
address, postcode and gender
Tip: if you forget your username or
password we will use the email address
you provide to send you a reminder
• Choose a memorable username and a
secure password and click Get
Started
• Click Login and enter your username
and password. Click Login
The first time you log in you will be
required to complete the following:
•Select “I am a Parent and would like
to use Start with my children.”

What if I want to use Start myself?
Parents can also use Start to find out more about jobs, training and study opportunities for yourself.
Please do not log in using your child's user details and instead register yourself using the steps outlined
above, creating your own username and password.

https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk/

Ofsted Parent View questions
My child is happy at this school

My child feels safe at this school

The school makes sure its students are well behaved

My has been bullied and the school dealt with the
bullying quickly and effectively

The school makes me aware of what my child will
learn during the year

When I have raised concerns with the school they
have been dealt with properly

Does your child have special educational needs
and/or disabilities (SEND)?

The school has high expectations for my child

My child does well at this school

The school lets me know how my child is doing

There is a good range of subjects available to my child
at this school

My child can take part in clubs and activities at this
school

The school supports my child’s wider personal
development

I would recommend this school to another parent
(yes or no)

Free online safety
resources and training
for parents

Create an account to sign up online
resources, weekly guides and free training at
http://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/bbgacademy and complete your details. Once
you’re set up you’ll be able to set
‘parent/carer’ as your user type.

Jess Moyser
Great effort within
handball and
badminton

Lydia PalmerWilliams
Helping others to
succeed

Savana BaileyChamberlain
Helping others to
succeed

Brooke Mercer
Consistent good effort
within PE

James
Humphreys
Improvements in effort
within GCSE PE and
for a good attitude to
learning.

Louie Sykes
Outstanding piece of
All Black rugby skill in
the rugby match victory
over Rodillian on
Monday night

Daisy Lavin

Oliver Ward

Consistently working
hard in GCSE PE

Great performance in
the rugby victory over
Brighouse

Christopher
Taylor
Excellent work in
football this week when
learning about passing
and special awareness

Reaveley Laws
Great effort in
developing his attacking
skills in Handball this
week

Caeran Barlow
Consistently high
levels of effort and
great attitude
towards all sports.

Zohaib Imran
Brilliant, in depth
answers in Preoption PE.

Well what a week for rugby! The boys’ rugby programme have been enjoying seeing all their hard work and
commitment coming to fruition.
The boys celebrated wins across the age groups this week. We have also seen the Year 9 leaders leading the
rugby academy sessions; another incredible achievement and testament to their resilience and determination.
Victories this week have included Brighouse, Rodillian and Brayton. A huge congratulations to all the boys, and to
Mr Benton for the time he gives up.
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In a bid to keep the Bulletin fresh… we are over 200 editions old you know? We decided we would bring you
something about our staff body. This may be old reports, guess the baby photo, favourite holiday destinations,
but this week it is sporting achievements.
Now PE wasn’t like it is today back in the 70s, 80s and 90s. Some of us remember the freezing cold cross
county lessons in nothing more than an airtex and giant gym knickers in various colours.
As you would expect Team BBG colleagues have thrown themselves into everything throughout their lives.
From Cheer leading to disco dancing and from majorettes to equestrian, we have it all for you.
A big thank you to those colleagues who were prepared to risk reputation by sharing the somewhat grainy scans
of photos in the hope their students won’t recognise them, crop their photos and create new TikToks!

Miss Sanderson
Mrs Eyes

Miss Dixon

Mr Aindow

Mr Cattley

Miss Blackburn

Mr Wootton

Mrs Sykes

Mr Benton

Mrs Luffman

Mrs Brack

Mr Suggitt
Mrs Brack

Mr Slack

Miss Binns

Miss Taylor

Mrs Backhouse/Gale

Mrs Shahid

